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    SAL LITE STAIRCLIMBERS 
    UNI | ERGO | FOLD | FOLD-L 

The SAL LITE is as easy to use as a hand truck. You can 
handle stairs quickly and safely as well, thanks to the 
battery-powered climbing mechanism. Going up, the 
LIFTKAR SAL climbs onto the next step efficiently and 
precisely, all by itself. Going down, the motor acts like 
an eddy current brake. The load glides down smoothly, 
softly and safely - no need to press any buttons. Your 
back is protected and the risk of accidents is minimised.  
 
The SAL LITE is available in four versions. This choice 

makes it ideal for all applications in industry, retail and business, as well as in schools, hospitals, 
commercial kitchens, office blocks and many more. Whatever your transport needs, the SAL LITE is 
available with the right equipment options. 
 
There are 3 different motor sizes available that offer the optimum climbing performance depending 
on the kinds of weight that you need to transport. 
 
110 kg - 48 steps per min. 
140 kg - 35 steps per min. 
170 kg - 29 steps per min. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At just 16 kg, (20 kg with quick-change battery pack) the SAL LITE is the lightest stair climber 
in the world. Different tyres can be fitted to match the unit to its operating conditions. 
 
The SAL Uni model is based on the classic hand truck and is particularly suitable for transporting 
lockers, furniture, drinks, copier paper and files. 
 
The SAL Ergo model allows you to maintain an upright posture on the stairs, giving you maximum 
control over the goods being transported. Ideal for water cooler bottles, beer kegs, stacks of tyres 
and much more. 
 
The SAL Fold-L is perfect at balancing heavy loads while they are being transported. Ideal for large 
refrigerators, doors, windows, kitchen worktops, tiles and much more. 
 
The SAL Fold is ideal for transporting white goods on the stairs such as washing machines, floor 
sanding machines, gas cylinders and much more. The patented folding mechanism enables the han-
dles to be positioned ideally in relation to the load. 
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    SAL LITE STAIRCLIMBERS 
    ACCESSORIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Safety straps - 50 mm wide 

Accessory 930.123 

Safety straps - 25 mm wide 

Accessory 930.006 | 930.007 

Battery holder w/ in-transit charger 

Accessory 930.114 

Extra battery unit 24 VDC, 5 Ah 

Standard Accessory 004.110 

Battery charger  

Standard Accessory 930.606 

In-transit charger 

Accessory 930.600 

Door and panel holder 

Accessory 930.153 

Keg hook 

Accessory 930.109 

Twin bottle holder 

Accessory 930.107 

Guard plates 

Accessory 930.181 

Dolly systems 

Accessory 930.192 

Lifting system 

Accessory 930.173 | 930.194 

Wings for white goods 

Accessory 930.131 | 930.126 

Bottle water attachment 

Accessory 930.132 

Table platform (600x590x600) 

Accessory 930.129 
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    SAL LITE STAIRCLIMBERS 
    ACCESSORIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Toe plate V - 413 x 233 x 5 mm 

Accessory 930.001 

Toe plate WL - 356 x 180 x 7 mm 

Accessory 930.018 

Toe plate XWL - 590 x 180 x 7 mm 

Accessory 930.074 

Wheel base extension—80mm wider 

Accessory per pair 930.111 

Chair holder  - 80kg capacity 

Accessory 930.183 

Fixed toe plate, assembled 

Accessory 930.103 

Toe plate GS-NG - 476 x 240 x 7 mm 

Accessory 930.084 

Toe plate LH - 467 x 278 x 5 mm 

Accessory 930.002 

Toe plate Standard - 275 x 236 x 7mm 

Accessory 030.025 

Toe plate DS-NG - 450 x 190 x 7 mm 

Accessory 930.085 

Toe plate G - 420 x 340 x 7 mm 

Accessory 930.003 

Toe plate GS - 476 x 240 x 7 mm 

Accessory 930.030 

Tyres - Puncture-proof tyres  

Accessory per pair 930.119 

Battery-blocker 

Accessory 930.140 

Tyres - Main wheel grey  

Accessory per pair 930.109 


